
       GIVING BACK THE VOICE OF OAXACA
 

VOLVER LA VOZ DE OAXACA
 
Here some info about my work.
Apologies for my bad engelishzc
 
During my travels to Mexico this year I will make 2 installations; one in Mexico City in EX-
TERESA and one in Oaxaca City in Casa de la Ciudad. I am moved by the situation in
Mexico, the social issues, the abuse of power, corruption, poverty, the rich protecting
themselves and the struggle from the native Indians for better rights.  Music, performances,
balls, ear plugs, Morse-code and poetry are the basic ingredients to make these installations.
 
 
Artists’ background:
In the last 13 years I have been traveling throughout the world, making new pieces of art on
my way.
The installations always arise with a simple idea or while waking up in a dream. After the
seed is planted it grows by itself, I only have to guide the project.
Some examples of my work: installations on site, piano improvisation, billboard paintings,
sound-scapes, wrappings, machines to make gigantic soap bubbles, balls floating on rivers -
to visualize the currents, performances, balls falling from the sky- like if it were raining, or
balls exploding - to show war.
I call my installations REALISTIC POETRY
 
 
 
With the installation in CASA DE LA CIUDAD I want to give something back to the city; a
scream, a shout, controlled noise, a sound of protest - to wake up people, to make them think
about the present situation in this country, and to give attention to the social problems of this
city and also to make people aware of the secret world of silence.
To make this possible I use musical instruments: the CLAXOPHONE and the drums of a
banda.
 
The CLAXOPHONE consists of a computer controlling 16 ordinary electrical claxons from
automobiles. The music is preprogrammed, like the control of a synthesizer. Two years ago I
had the idea to make a musical-instrument inspired on the sounds of Oaxaca, the sound of
the traffic.
Now I came back to Oaxaca to give back music to the city.
 
A contest was held by the Casa de la Ciudad to find the right voice of Oaxaca.
The winning poem : name        
This poem is directly translated into morse code and this code is used to control the
claxophone. Together with the drums a loud voice of the city is created.
 
Morse-code is an ancient and the first digital language of time. It was used for
communication by the military and for ships at sea, the first radio-transmissions were in
Morse-code. Although nowadays it is mainly used for funny ring-tones, I find it has a strong
potential for my work.
 
The same poem / Morse-code-pattern is used in the installation in EX-TERESA in Mexico-
city in march. 600 plastic balls in two colors are used to make the Morse-code-pattern on the
floor of the 500 square meter. The titel for this installation is: “saludos de Oaxaca” 9 march
opening, 11 march “grito de auxillio”: claxophone and female singer on the roof every 15
minutes.




